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Our Survey
Findings
As Chinese investors sink ever-larger amounts of capital into foreign real estate, they are showing signs
of being increasingly selective in favor of the tried-and-true destinations in established markets. The
markets that feature a wide selection of available assets, high liquidity and relative ease of financing
appear to be winning the attention of Chinese investors in search of capital appreciation or wealth preservation.
Respondents largely fell in the institutional investor and real estate developer categories, weighted
relatively evenly between them. Better than three quarters (76.5%) of survey participants are headquartered in mainland China. Roughly half of respondents had oversea investment totaling between RMB 1
billion to 10 billion, while the range of investment varied greatly from less than RMB 100 million to over
RMB 10 billion.
According to DTZ/Cushman & Wakefield’s Outbound Investor Intention Survey, conducted in August
2016, self-identified mainland Chinese investors said that on average they currently allocate 44% of their
total overseas funds to the U.S., followed by second-place Australia at a 22% share. Rounding out the
top five investment destinations by share of interest are the UK (10%), Hong Kong (6%) and Canada
(3%).
Responses were then compared against sentiment from the end of 2015, further exhibiting a somewhat
top-heavy Chinese investor sentiment. Respondents indicated a growing attention towards the U.S. and
Australia, with the two magnets for outbound capital recording a combined 8 percentage point increase
in sentiment from January to August 2016 (Figure 1).
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The big get BIGGER
“The U.S. took in a commanding 57% share of Chinese
outbound investments by transaction value – a nearly 40
pp gap above second-place Hong Kong.”

Both the U.S. and Australia saw increases in fund
allocation compared to last year – up by 6% and 2%,
respectively. Amid a sluggish economy at home,
Chinese investors appear to be prioritizing perceived
safe havens to park capital overseas and diversify an
investment portfolio outside of China.

diversity of salable assets, attracting 7 investments
of more than US$200 million thus far for the year.
In Australia, despite significant volume at 44 deals
recorded through the first 8 months of 2016, investments tend to be modest in size amid local bank
tightening of lending policy towards some developers (Table 1). Meanwhile, many of the big Chinese
developers are currently occupied with developing
their investment sites, which may have distracted
them from further investment.

While the U.S. garnered the top slot among respondents with a 44% share, the actual transaction value
tells a slightly different story. According to data from
Real Capital Analytics (RCA) through the first 8
months of 2016, the U.S. took in a commanding 57%
share of Chinese outbound investments by transaction value – a nearly 40 percentage point gap above
second-place Hong Kong (Figure 2). Chinese investors continue to make significant investments in U.S.
commercial properties thanks to the country’s highly
liquid markets with ease of transferability and wide
Figure 2:
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Table 1:

Top 10 Outbound Investment Deals in U.S. and Australia

Type
Market
Property Name
Buyer

Hotel

Office

Office

Multi-markets, USA

Manhattan

Manhattan

Manhattan

Manhattan

Strategic Hotels
& Resorts inc

PaineWebber
Building

Salesforce Tower

One New York Plaza

850 Third Avenue

Anbang
Insurance
Group

Office

Office

RXR Realty JV China
China Investment Corp MHP RE Services
Hong Kong
JV HNA Group
Life Insurance JV
Monetary Authority
David Werner RE
(HKMA)

Consideration
(USD)

6,500,000,000

Type

Hotel

Market

Manhattan

700,000,000

Hotel

Office

Dev Site

1,649,800,000

Dev Site

Sydney

San Francisco

San Jose

Sydney

W Sydney Hotel

123 Mission

Yahoo Dev Site

fmr Metters Factory

Cindat

Zhengtang Group

HNA Group

LeEco

Greenland Group

380,450,000

378,751,559

255,000,000

250,000,000

197,683,200

Property Name 7 Manhattan Hotels
Buyer

1,150,000,000

1,649,800,000

Consideration
(USD)

Big Apple dominates
investor appetite,
while West Coast grabs
3 of top-5 favored U.S. cities
“The Big Apple remains the hottest overseas locality for
Chinese property investors.”
Among U.S. destinations, New York City attracts by far the most interest with approximately 96% of respondents
indicating they would consider investing in the city (Figure 3). As a traditional gateway city for Chinese investors,
the Big Apple remains the hottest overseas locality for Chinese property investors. New York City recorded a total
of more than US$5.6 billion during the first 8 months of this year alone, according to RCA (Table 3).
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While commercial investments command the most
attention, Chinese developers increasingly are
venturing into the city’s residential projects to take
advantage of rising demand for homes in areas heavily populated by wealthier Chinese immigrants. For
example, NYSE-listed Xinyuan Real Estate in August
purchased its third New York property for condominium development, with its latest US$66 million
acquisition in the Flushing, Queens area of the city
home to nearly half a million residents of Chinese
descent.
Elsewhere, respondents said three of their top-five
investment targets in the U.S. are on the West Coast
(Figure 3). San Francisco finished second with 74%,
while Los Angeles was the third most popular U.S.
city at 61% and Seattle ranked fifth at 35%. As gateway cities on America’s West Coast, San Francisco
and Los Angeles have received close to US$1.5 billion

and US$114.2 million, respectively, from Chinese
investors over the first 8 months of 2016, shows RCA.
Chinese developers have become such active players
in Los Angeles real estate that seven of the city’s 18
downtown land deals over US$19 million have gone
to developers from Chinese developers since 2014,
according to a Los Angeles Times account.
Seattle has emerged as a target for some of the more
advanced institutional Chinese investors that have
prior experience in the U.S. Most recently, Vanke,
China’s largest homebuilder, agreed to front US$200
million to help build what will become Seattle’s
largest apartment complex at 43 storeys. Chinese
investors also have spread investments to the Pacific
Northwest city’s retail, development sites and industrial property. RCA shows Chinese investors directed
a total of US$41.1 million through the first 8 months of
the year to Seattle (Table 2).

Table 2:
Top 10 China Outbound Investment Destinations in U.S. Cities (Jan–Aug 2016)
Rank
(Consideration)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

City
New York
San Francisco
Chicago
Coronado
Santa Monica
Miami
Dana Point
Austin
Scottsdale
Santa Clara

Source: Real Capital Analytics

No. of Deals
12
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

Total Consideration (USD)
5,628,191,071
1,452,743,011
1,104,521,719
777,495,661
525,469,538
415,096,934
396,317,721
309,109,909
299,032,794
269,000,000

Percent Share
42.07%
10.86%
7.74%
5.81%
3.93%
3.10%
2.96%
2.31%
2.24%
2.01%

Chinese investor confidence in UK real estate
remains intact. Survey results show 74% of
respondents feel the current UK investment
environment represents a good opportunity to
invest or make investment plans (Figure 4).
Despite a marginal three-percentage point
decline in Chinese investor interest in UK property over the eight-month period from the
start of the year to August, looking ahead the
result of the Brexit vote appears to have created an investment environment that Chinese
investors view as attractive and a good opportunity to invest in UK real estate over the next
5 years.

UK interest
picks up amid
no signs of
market’s
uncoiling
“74% of respondents
feel the current UK
investment environment represents a
good opportunity to
invest or make investment plans.”
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Chinese investors tend to feel overwhelmingly positive about the strong and long-standing bilateral and
commercial relationship enjoyed with the UK. When
asked about UK-China relations post-Brexit, approximately 80% of survey respondents indicated that
either Brexit would improve China and UK relations,
making it easier to do business with the UK or that it
remained business as usual. The apparent favored
view of the UK, which currently is awaiting the start
of formal negotiations to exit the EU, became further
apparent when only 33% of the sample felt “Brexit

will improve China and EU relations”, compared to
48% that felt that “Brexit will improve China and UK
relations”.
Similar to New York City’s dominance over investor
appetite in the U.S., London commands overwhelming interest among Chinese investors eyeing UK
property. Survey results show 95% of respondents
have interest in London, followed by Manchester
with over one quarter of respondents expressing
interest in the market (Figure 5).
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A flurry of recent Chinese activity in the British capital confirms the results, with Vanke and a subsidiary
of China Minsheng Investment snapping up two of
the city’s centrally located prime office assets within
the same week in September. The deals involved
Vanke’s purchase of the 70,000 square foot Ryder
Court office in the West End for around US$154
million, while the central London headquarters of
French bank Société Générale reportedly was
acquired by SRE Group, a Hong Kong-based subsidiary of Minsheng, for around US$113.3 million. Previous significant deals in London between January and
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August 2016 are listed in Table 3.
Chinese investor confidence in U.K. property,
particularly in London, also been supported by an
economy that appears to be holding up. Official
statistics show the British economy expanded 0.6%
in the second quarter, up from 0.4% in the previous
quarter. Britain has showed a willingness to negotiate a potential free trade agreement with China that
would grant major Chinese banks and businesses
greater access to UK markets.

Table 3:
Top Outbound Investment Deals in London (Jan–Aug 2016)

Type

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

Market

London

London

London

London

London

London

Aldgate Tower

Trinity Tower

6 Bevis Marks

Property
Name
Buyer

China Life Asset
Mgmt JV

Resolution Property Citi Private Bank

17 Columbus 31 Old Burlington Boundary House
Courtyard

Street

HNA Group

Baoshang Bank

GR Properties

187,758,166

43,692,573

36,849,387

PLC JV Fosun Int'l Ltd

Brookfield Europe
Consideration 495,910,882
(USD)
Grand Total:
Source: Real Capital Analytics

395,423,316

315,692,527

1,475,326,851

Investors bulk up on office & hotels
Chinese investors that responded to the survey largely, at almost 80%, were interested in UK office
assets (Figure 6). A strong preference was also shown for residential and hotel investments and modest
interest in serviced apartments. High-end residential developments tend to grab interest on the whole,
as Chinese investors prefer asset classes with familiarity stemming from experience at home. On the
other hand, retail and leisure properties in the UK did not attract interest from those investors polled.
Figure 6:
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Figure 7:
Looking beyond the UK to
global investment patterns,
institutional Chinese investors tend to be most interested in office and hotel
assets at the moment. RCA
data show office investments were 8 of the top-10
largest deals over the first
8 months of 2016 (Table 4)
and accounted for approximately 51% of transaction
value over the period at
US$11.9 billion (Figure 7).
Office properties provide a
stable cash flow, and also
offer stability thanks to a
typical long lease period
and straightforward asset
management – all prized
features to Chinese investors.
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“Hotel properties accounted for 1/3 of transacted value over
the first 8 months at $7.7B.”

Hotels are an increasingly attractive target for institutional Chinese investors thanks to growing demand for
Chinese tourists and relaxed U.S. visa policies that encourage visits. Hotel properties accounted for one third
of transacted value over the first 8 months of 2016 at a total of US$7.7 billion across all overseas markets,
according to RCA. The asset class is set to claim the largest cross-border real estate acquisition ever by a
Chinese investor when state-owned insurer Anbang Insurance closes a US$6.5 billion acquisition of Strategic
Hotels & Resorts from Blackstone Group.
Table 4:
Big Deals: Top 10 Largest Overseas Transactions of 2016 (Jan–Aug)
Type

Market

Hotel

Multi-markets, USA

Office

Manhattan

Strategic Hotels &
Resorts Inc
PaineWebber Building

Office
Office
Office

Hong Kong Island
Hong Kong Island
Manhattan

Mass Mutual Tower
Dah Sing Financial Centre
Salesforce Tower

Office

Vancouver

Office
Office

Manhattan
New Territories

Bentall Centre
Tower I,II,IV,IV
One New York Plaza
One Harbour Gate
(East Wing)
Yau Tong Inland Lot 44
Aldgate Tower

Dev Site
Office

Kowloon
London

Property Name

Buyer

Consideration(USD)

Anbang Insurance Group

6,500,000,000

RXR Realty JV China Life
Insurance JV David Werner RE
Evergrande RE Group
Everbright Group
Hong Kong Monetary
Authority (HKMA)
Anbang Insurance Group

1,649,800,000
1,606,146,855
1,284,963,829
1,150,000,000
1,000,000,000

China Investment Corp
Cheung Kei Group

700,000,000
579,995,049

Minmetals Land Ltd
China Life Asset Mgmt
JV Brookfield Europe

516,330,234
495,910,882
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Disclaimer
This report has been produced by DTZ/Cushman & Wakefield for use by those with an interest in commercial
property solely for information purposes. It is not intended to be a complete description of the markets or
developments to which it refers. The report uses information obtained from public sources which
DTZ/Cushman & Wakefield believe to be reliable, but we have not verified such information and cannot
guarantee that it is accurate and complete. No warranty or representation, express or implied, is made as to the
accuracy or completeness of any of the information contained herein and DTZ/Cushman & Wakefield shall not
be liable to any reader of this report or any third party in any way whatsoever. DTZ/Cushman & Wakefield shall
not be held responsible for and shall be released and held harmless from any decision made together with any
risks associated with such decision in reliance upon any expression of opinion in the report. Our prior written
consent is required before this report can be reproduced in whole or in part.
© 2016 DTZ/Cushman & Wakefield All rights reserved.
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